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The boatyard
in winter . . . 
The glorious days of

September are swiftly
followed by the chillier ones of
October and then winter takes
over the canals and many parts
simply hibernate till Spring
arrives.
But not all. Norbury Wharf takes
the view that every week of the
year can be a boating week and
the doors of it’s cheerful café
are open to a steady flow of
walkers and cyclists who enjoy
the waterways in all seasons.
Many boaters who also enjoy
winter cruising find the boatyard
- at the rural heart of the

Shropshire Union Canal - a use-
ful stop for coal, diesel, gas and
running repairs.
Even Norbury’s hire fleet isn’t
out of action, as many are, with
some bargain deals for holiday-
makers in late Autumn, Winter
and early Spring.
Seven boats are kept available
through the winter, five of them
with solid fuel stoves to keep
holidaymakers cosy during the
longer winter nights.
Two of the small fleet of day
boats are also available with
winter rates cut to just £100 in
the week and £120 at week-
ends.
“They are really popular,” says
Norbury Wharf Manager David

Ray, “there is certainly some-
thing special about the canal
when the leaves are falling and
the views open up.”
Currently evening fish and chip
cruises on Norbury’s 42-seater
trip boat finish at the end of
September but a new trip is
being planned for the winter
months.
Meanwhile the race is on to get
the hire fleet back into pristine
condition with every boat
spending time in the Wharf’s
paint dock and dry dock as well
as getting a full mechanical
going over as well as gas
checks and landlord safety
checks.
This year one of the older hire

boats is being retired and the
search is currently on for a
replacement, which will be
brought up to Norbury’s high
standards before getting a
place in the fleet.
“We will be upgrading some
boats with new carpets and
every one gets a full Spring
clean so that they are always
looking their best,” David
added.
“By the time we have worked
pour way through all that, as
well as providing a full range of
services to visiting boats the
winter months have melted
away and we are starting to see
the days get longer and the
greenery begins to return.”

Boat lift toll houses reopen Page 2
De-cluttered boats = better prices Page 3
Great range of boats for sale Page 4

Every hire boat visits the paint dock and the dry dock each winter. 

When the crWhen the crowds have gone, and the sun with them,owds have gone, and the sun with them,

have you ever wonderhave you ever wondered what happens at Norbury?ed what happens at Norbury?

Norbury Manager David

Ray
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Boat lift toll houses
to be reopened
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TWO toll houses at the world’s first boat lift,
Anderton Boat Lift in Northwich, have been

refurbished, allowing visitors to step back in
time and experience what it was like to book a
boat passage a hundred years ago.
The £90,000 restoration project has been carried
out by the Canal & River Trust, the charity which
cares for the lift and the nation’s 2,000 miles of
historic canals, and was jointly funded by public
donations to the Trust and the Saltscape
Partnership, funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund.
The Trust plans to furnish the two tiny buildings
as they would have appeared early last century
and staff are appealing for the public’s help to
send in old photos of the toll house and boat lift,
and any memories or stories about the lift.
The public will be offered a first sight of the
newly-restored buildings on Heritage Open Day,
Saturday 12 September, when they can enjoy free
entry to Anderton Boat Lift visitor centre and
other heritage buildings across the country.
Nicola Lewis-Smith, enterprise manager with the
Canal & River Trust, said: “The toll houses were
important buildings at the boat lift. Boat owners
would be welcomed by the clerk who would
weigh the boat’s cargo and collect an appropriate
toll before allowing the boat onto the lift. This is

the scenario we want to create for visitors as part
of the Anderton Boat Lift experience.
“The toll house renovation project involved using
traditional materials such as lime mortar for the
brick repairs, and the installation of new floors
and drainage. The toll houses were in a poor con-
dition and weren’t fully restored in the major boat
lift restoration of 2002, so it’s fantastic to see
them brought back to life now.”
Anderton Boat Lift, built in 1875, is a scheduled
monument and connects the Trent & Mersey
Canal with the River Weaver 50 feet below. The
lift was originally constructed as a commercial
boost to the regional salt and pottery industries
but is now the centrepiece of a popular visitor
attraction.
Alison Lomax, Saltscape Manager said: “It’s a
great opportunity for people to meet the actor
who will re-enact the role of the clerk, find out
more about these important buildings and see a
new aspect of this much loved local landmark
come to life.”
The Anderton Boat Lift and the Canal & River
Trust are part of the Saltscape partnership,
launched earlier this year to deliver projects
designed to protect, restore and celebrate mid-
Cheshire’s unique salt heritage and landscape. 

The toll houses at the base of the boat lift.

N
orbury Wharf's Managing Director is
looking to the future and planning to

recruit another engineer to his staff in 2016.
“We are going to need someone rather special,”
said Simon Jenkins. “Alongside the ability to look
after boat engines, and the specialised water and
gas systems on boats we want someone who
also has all-round woodworking skills and will be
able to produce high-quality work on boat interi-
ors.
“We know from past experience that getting
exactly the right person is going to take time so
that's why we are starting now.

“If anyone feels they might fit the bill or if there's
anyone out there who might know someone who
would like to work in our team they should get in
touch.”
Norbury is also searching for a replacement for
Fred, who has finally hung up his blacking brush-
es and retired after many years working in the
Wharf's dry dock and around the boatyard.
“It is a steady job with our dry dock full most
weeks of the year,” said Simon. “And we need
someone reliable who can turn his hand to all the
other little jobs that need doing in a busy boat-
yard, from serving diesel and pump-outs to wash-
ing boats.”

‘Rather special’ engineer wanted

Last month we reported that
the Canal & River Trust is

installing recycling bins at serv-
ice stations on the Shroppie
They are being welcomed by
boaters but - as Norbury’s
Simon Jenkins points out - they

are nothing new.
“We have offered a full recy-
cling service at the boatyard for
more than 10 years,” he said. 
“It is very popular with boaters
who like to be as green as pos-
sible and it also means we can

recycle loads of stuff from the
packaging materials from deliv-
eries to the chandelry or the
cafe to the wine and beer bot-
tles that seem to accumulate
when the trip boat goes out.”

10 years of green credentials 
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Get afloatGet afloat
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ANYONE who has sold a
house will know that good

estate agent will give some
simple advice to achieve the
best price – de-clutter and pro-
vide a blank canvass for poten-
tial buyers.
Curiously, those selling boats
don't seem convinced and
could be losing out to the tune
of hundreds, if not thousands of
pounds according to Norbury
Wharf Managing Director Simon
Jenkins.
He said: “I don't know what it
is, but they don't seem to care.
We always say to people com-
ing to us to sell their boats:
'Make sure you have removed
all your personal bits and
pieces and give it a good clean,
preferably inside and out.'
“We even offer a service to do
all that for them, exactly as we
would on a boat we are selling
on our own behalf. Yet the vast
majority are not interested. 
“I tell sellers to remove all their
personal bits and pieces and, if
they don't want to take them
home or onto another boat, to
put them in the skip. They
won't do anything to help sell
the boat.
“We will always do our best to
sell any boat that comes to us
on brokerage and we have a
good track record in selling
quickly but the ones that hang
around and will only sell after a
price reduction are usually the
ones that have a lot of clutter
and mess.

“Potential buyers go aboard
and they can't see past the pre-
vious owner's possessions to
imagine where they will put all
their own bits and pieces.
“That often kills a sale at the
early stages – well before prac-
tical considerations like the sur-
vey or the Boat Safety
Certificate.”
Simon has been selling boats
for decades but he still fails to
come to terms with the cavalier
approach of some sellers. “It's
like they don't care whether or
not they get the best price.”
His advice is:

3 Get rid of anything that
isn't part of the boats

essential equipment – in the
bin if you have to
3 Clean the boat from bow
to stern, especially in the
kitchen and bathroom, and
don't forget that the engine
needs to look cared-for.
3 Try to make the boat feel
ready to cruise rather than
abandoned.
3 Either pay the broker to
keep it looking clean and
fresh or pop down to it
every few weeks to do the
job yourself.
3 Try to remember when
you bought the boat and get
it into the condition that you
would have liked to have
seen.

Clean decluttered
boats fetch the
best prices

Boats for sale at Norbiury Wharf

THE Montgomery canal re-opened on in August
after emergency repairs were carried out to a

leak in the embankment near Queen’s Head in
Shropshire.
The leak was alongside the Aston Nature Reserve
in the middle of a Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) and repairs had to be carried out
sympathetically to minimise disturbance to habi-
tats, plants and wildlife.
The work included the protection and relocation
of reed warbler nests, under special licence from
Natural England, a fish rescue of over 600lbs in
weight of fish and ensuring that the work had
minimal impact on the protected reeds beds – all
carried out under the watchful eye of ecologists.
The work was carried out in close consultation
with Natural England. The canal was closed in
June and since then 120 metres of steel piles
have been driven down five metres into the bank
to strengthen it and stop the leaks.
C&RT project manager Marc Evans said: “This
was a particularly difficult site to work on
because of the sensitive ecological issues, but
the repair has now been completed with the mini-
mum of disturbance.”

Trust ecologist Sara Hill said: “Being a Site of
Special Scientific Interest it is important that all of
our activities are sensitive to the protection and
conservation of the important habitats and
species that this site supports. 
“This site is renowned for its aquatic plant inter-
est as well as the fringing reed beds which pro-
vide an ideal nesting habitat for birds, particularly
reed warblers. All works were designed and
undertaken with this in mind.
“Fortunately this is the tail end of the breeding
season for this species which minimised the need
for our intervention. Only a very small number of
nests had to be moved out of the way of where
the work was taking place, to a safer place fur-
ther back in the reeds.”
During the closure local firms developed new
ideas to ensure customers could still access the
canal and businesses in Maesbury, with a horse
drawn trip boat offering extra cruises to enable
people to continue to enjoy a boat trip on this
particularly idyllic section of the canal while it was
cut off. The Navigation Inn also offered a taxi
service for boaters arriving at the temporary end
of the navigation at Queen’s Head.

Montgomery reopens after leak
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Boats for saleBoats for sale

Pied-a-Terre
64-foot semi-traditional narrow boat built by CCL boat builders  in
2007 and fitted out by the owner to a very good standard. 
Powered by a reliable Beta marine diesel engine with a hydrauli-
cally operated PRM gearbox. Boat Safety until March 2019. Last
blacked November 2013. Last survey report November 2011. 
There is very modern galley with the usual appliances and then
the impressive large open saloon complemented by side opening
doors. 
This is a good example of a well looked after boat and a superb
live-aboard with plenty of kit. Be quick it won’t be here for long.
£47,500

Swn-y-Ddraig

50ft traditional stern built by Eastwood engineering, and powered
by a 1.5 BMC diesel engine. The boat has a current boat safety
until July 2018, the boat is laid out internally with a bedroom at the
rear, with a drop down cross bed, a shower room with wash hand
basin and pump out toilet, then comes the galley with
the usual appliances and a 12volt fridge.
Then there’s is a large open plan saloon with a solid fuel fire which
provides the heat for the boat, a front door then leads out on to
the front deck area, the boat is wired for both 12v and 240 volts, it
also has an inverter.

£24,500

Holly
Built by one probably one of the best known Black Country boat
builders of the modern canal age, Les Allen and sons of Bilston,
in 1991.
She is 45 foot long with lovely lines and cruises through the water
effortlessly. Professionally fitted out by Dave Smith of Allen boats
to a very good standard. 
Entering the boat through the rear doors there is the engine room
with the engine under deck boards; a door leads through in to the
bedroom with permanent double bed, then comes the bathroom.
The galley sits alongside the saloon and has seating and solid fuel
stove. The boat is powered by a 1.8 BMC engine with hydraulical-
ly operated gearbox, the boat has been docked and maintained
by us since it was purchased by its current owners.

REF 10358

BRUNSWICK - 45ft cruiser stern all steel boat built in 1987 by
Liverpool boats. Powered by a very good BMC engine under a
large cruiser deck.
The saloon area has fixed seating and there’s an L-shaped galley.
The bathroom has a large shower area and pump out toilet and
there’s a double bedroom. It’s pretty much ready to enjoy.
£24,995

REF: 10361
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REF 10353

Ref 10354

Minerva

35ft all steel cruiser stern narrowboat, powered by a reliable twin
cylinder air cooled Lister diesel engine.
The boat is a bit like a Tardis, from entering the rear doors steps
take you down in to the bedroom with two bunks with a shower
room opposite. 
Then comes the galley with cooker and hob, sink and fridge, then
there is the saloon with fixed seating which makes in to another
bed, a solid fuel stove, and corner cupboards.
Front half glazed wooden doors lead out on to the front deck, the
boat has just been docked and blacked and is ready to go, with a
valid safety certificate until 2017. 
The fitout was carried out by the present owner who is a joiner/
carpenter and this can clearly be seen by the quality of the join-
ery.

£15,000

REF: 10359

Boats hardly arrive with us for sale before theyhave

gone again, we are literally selling them faster than

we can re-stock.

If you want a quick sale for your vessel why not get in

touch with us at Norbury Wharf?

Our brokerage rates and service are difficult to beat -

we charge just 5% + VAT of the sale price to sell your

boat with a minimum charge of £1,250.00 + VAT. 

We offer a six month rolling contract, when your boat

will be advertised in most major waterway publications

and on the internet. We will also advertise your boat at

our busy location where we have an extremely high

through-put of potential buyers. 

Moorings are free whilst your boat is for sale. Our com-

bined knowledge of living on boats and the sale of them

is extensive and our friendly team are always here to

help make the process very easy for both buyers and

sellers alike. All monies are handled securely through

our escrow accounts. 

Interested? Then contact Simon or David now on 01785

284292 alternatively email us on:

info@norburywharfltd.co.uk 

GEMMA MAY - 
Its not very often we get lovely little tugs come on the market but
we have one here, it is a 39 foot tug style boat built in 2003 but
launched in 2006. Built by Dave Coultard boat builders, it has
false rivets and nice lines, it has been fitted out by its present
owner to a good standard, and is powered by a 3 cylinder Beta
engine (only 120 hours from new).
Entering the boat from
the rear there the
engine covered by
boards, then you enter
the galley. Then comes
the L shaped seating
area  in the large saloon
that converts to a dou-
ble bed, The boat is in
need of some tidying
up, but priced accord-
ingly.
£24,999. Ref 10360


